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"Commerce Corp" is a company that initiated its activities in 2011. From its 
inception, the company's ambition has been to gain substantial presence in 
the market, addressing the gaps that have existed in the Albanian market in 
terms of service, quality, and price. As a result, the company's objective was 
achieved in the first months of starting its operations. The experience we have 
cultivated is available to the goal of continuous development and principled 
reassessment.

The company's philosophy revolves around continuous improvement in all 
sectors. Our spirit and vision have been to be pragmatic in the framework of 
development and practicality in relation to our partners and communicative 
aspects. The core principle in the company, in all dimensions, lies in continuity 
and strengthening relationships with our customers and collaborators.

The Company comprises some of the most robust brands in the Albanian 
market and beyond. Among others, the company includes SHOPTV, BIOTE, 
BLUE LUNA, WOODY, all brands that lead in their fields, fulfilling the gaps in the 
market such as quality, service, and price.

O U R  V I S I O N  I S  T O  C R E A T E 

E X P A N S I V E  S P A C E S
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Biote Luna and Vipstar are registred
BIOTE.UK  -  CCO.AL

At the core of our commitment to high quality and elevated standards is the 
assurance that all our products are certified. Each item adheres to the highest 
standards and is certified according to Western norms to ensure the best 
quality and safety for our consumers.

We continually invest in science and technology to maintain high quality and 
ensure that every product complies with the latest standards. This dedication 
to quality is underscored by our independent certifications, which encompass 
various Western standards and guarantee that our customers receive the best 
products on the market.

Our productions originate from Europe, once again emphasizing our 
commitment to high manufacturing standards and quality. This ensures that 
every item coming from our factory is carefully and responsibly produced, 
following all required guidelines and standards to guarantee unquestionable 
quality.

A  T o u c h  o f  E x c e l l e n c e 

a n d  C e r t i f i e d  A s s u r a n c e
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Price on request

The most budget-friendly option in the 
"Biote" line, this product offers excellent 
value for its competitive price. Crafted 
with meticulous attention to detail, it 
ensures that customers receive a high-
quality product without compromising 
on the competitive pricing. The 
combination of cost-effectiveness 
and excellent performance makes this 
offering a standout choice for those 

Most economical in the "Biote" line - Price available upon request.

"Signature" is the flagship product of 
the "Biote" line. It is a highly comfortable 
mattress, standing at an impressive 
height of 29 cm, and crafted with the 
finest High-Quality Foam. Covered 
with fabric exceeding 280 gr/m2, it also 
features the use of 350 gr/m2 microfiber. 
Additionally, it boasts a unique design 
that ensures a well-adapted mattress.

First in the "Biote" Line

S I G N A T U R E
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:   Symmetric Rhombus Symbols
:   Medium
:   28-29 cm
:   High
:   Yes

Design
Firmness
Height
Durability
Motion Isolation

This mattress boasts a sturdy composition, available in two options: all foam or 
with springs. The composition is designed in two parts, featuring 6 cm of soft, 
comfortable foam at the top, followed by the rest made of solid high-quality 
foam or a spring composition. 

:   280 gr, Fabric - 350nw
:   White and Brown
:   Roll and Packed

Material 
Colour
Packed

In both configurations, the mattress is conveniently 
rolled and compactly packed in a box for easy 
handling and setup.

Compostion

.01S I G N A T U R E

Compostion
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Best Seller Product

"Prime" stands as the pinnacle product in the 
"Biote" collection. This highly sought-after 
mattress boasts a dual-layer composition and 
an impressive height of 34 cm. Crafted with 
precision, it features two layers, including a 
plush 6 cm of soft, comfortable foam at the 
top, complemented by a solid core of high-
quality foam. Alternatively, you can opt for 
the spring composition for added versatility.

Bestseller

P R I M E

Price on request

Like its counterpart "Signature," "Prime" is 
meticulously rolled and compactly packed in a box for 
your convenience. This product not only prioritizes 
exceptional comfort but also adheres to the highest 
standards of craftsmanship. The combination of 
innovative design and superior materials ensures that 
"Prime" delivers a well-adapted mattress experience, 
setting it apart as a standout choice in the "Biote" line. 
Moreover, "Prime" holds the distinction of being our 
best-seller, reflecting its popularity among discerning 
customers seeking both quality and comfort.
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:   Symmetric Spherical Symbols
:   Soft
:   34-35 cm
:   High
:   Yes

Design
Firmness
Height
Durability
Motion Isolation

The "Prime" mattress is a standout in our collection, renowned for its dual-
layer composition and a substantial height of 34 cm. Uniquely designed with 
precision, it incorporates two distinctive layers, with a plush 6 cm memory foam 
topping the structure. 

:   340 gr, Fabric - 350nw
:   White and Pink:   Roll and 
Packed

Material 
Colour
Packed

"Prime" not only ensures a well-adapted mattress 
experience but also upholds the highest standards 
of craftsmanship.

Compostion

Compostion

.02P R I M E
R
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One of the best

The "Alpine" mattress stands out as 
a premium choice in our collection, 
showcasing a generous height of 30 
cm. Notably distinctive, it features 
a special layer designed to provide 
a unique cooling effect, making it 
an exceptional characteristic. This 
cooling layer is carefully integrated to 
enhance comfort, ensuring a refreshing 
and temperature-regulated sleep 

Cool Comfort Elevated

A L P I N E

Price on request

Crafted with precision and attention 
to detail, the "Alpine" mattress is a 
testament to our commitment to 
innovation and delivering exceptional 
quality in every aspect. With its distinct 
cooling feature and optimal height, the 
"Alpine" mattress offers a luxurious and 
revitalizing sleep environment.
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:   Symmetric Symbols
:   Medium
:   29-30 cm
:   High
:   Yes

Design
Firmness
Height
Durability
Motion Isolation

"Alpine" mattress, boasting a generous height of 30 cm and a unique cooling 
layer that sets it apart from the rest. This innovative feature ensures a refreshing 
and invigorating sleep, making the "Alpine" an ideal choice for those who 
prioritize a cool and comfortable night's rest. 

:   450 gr, COOL Fabric - 400nw
:   White
:   Roll and Packed

Material 
Colour
Packed

Meticulously crafted with attention to quality and 
design, the "Alpine" mattress not only provides 
exceptional support but also delivers a distinct 
touch of luxury to your bedroom.

Compostion

Compostion

.03A L P I N E
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The beautiful of the line

Introducing the "Inspiration" mattress  
a pinnacle of excellence in our 
collection. With a substantial height of 
39 cm, this mattress boasts a dual-layer 
composition, setting it apart as one of 
the finest in our lineup. Crafted with 
meticulous attention to detail, the two 
layers synergize to deliver unparalleled 
comfort and support.

It is a Inspiration

I N S P I R A T I O N

Price on request

The "Inspiration" mattress epitomizes 
the perfect balance of luxury and 
functionality, providing a premium 
sleep experience that transcends 
expectations. Elevate your nights 
with the exceptional quality and 
sophistication embodied by the 
"Inspiration" mattress.
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:   Symmetric Rhombus Symbols
:   Medium - Soft
:   38-39 cm
:   High
:   Yes

Design
Firmness
Height
Durability
Motion Isolation

The composition of the "Inspiration" mattress is a testament to our dedication 
to excellence. This masterpiece is meticulously crafted with two distinct layers, 
each contributing to its exceptional qualities. The top layer, consisting of plush 
memory foam, provides a soft and cradling sensation, ensuring a restful and 
comfortable sleep. :   450 gr, Fabric - 400nw

:   White 
:   Roll and Packed

Material 
Colour
Packed

Below, a solid core of high-quality foam or springs delivers 

robust support, promoting proper spinal alignment. The 

combination of these layers creates a harmonious balance, 

making the "Inspiration" mattress a symbol of superior 

craftsmanship and thoughtful design. 

Compostion

Compostion

.04I N S P I R A T I O N
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Maximum of the line

Embark on a journey of unparalleled 
comfort and luxury with the "Ethernal" 
mattress, the crown jewel of our 
collection. This exceptional mattress 
stands tall at an impressive 42 cm, 
symbolizing the zenith of excellence 
within our lineup. 

ETHERNAL

E T H E R N A L

Price on request

Crafted to represent the pinnacle of our 
commitment to quality and innovation, 
the "Ethernal" embodies the perfect 
fusion of opulence and functionality. 
Its dual-layer composition, featuring 
sumptuous memory foam atop a robust 
support core, ensures a sleep experience 
that surpasses all expectations. 
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:   Symmetric Quads Symbols
:   Medium - Soft
:   42 cm
:   High
:   Yes

Design
Firmness
Height
Durability
Motion Isolation

As you rest upon the "Ethernal," you'll discover a realm of tranquility and 
sophistication, setting a new standard for the epitome of restful sleep. The 
composition of the "Ethernal" mattress is a masterful blend of cutting-edge 
design and superior materials. Its dual-layer structure is meticulously crafted to 
optimize both comfort and support. :   400 gr, Fabric - 400nw

:   White
:   Roll and Packed

Material 
Colour
Packed

The plush memory foam layer at the top provides 
a luxurious feel, cradling your body for a night of 
indulgent rest. Beneath, a robust support core, 
whether made of high-quality foam or springs, 
ensures durability and proper spinal alignment. 

Compostion

Compostion

.05E T H E R N A L
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 CCO.AL

"Blue Luna," our second line of mattresses, has been carefully curated to address 
the diverse needs of the market. With a comprehensive understanding of the 
varying preferences and requirements of our customers, this line encompasses 
three distinct products: Glory, Stars, and Luna ECO. Each mattress within the 
"Blue Luna" range is designed with precision and commitment to delivering 
quality sleep solutions.

The "Glory" mattress stands out as a flagship product within the "Blue Luna" 
line. Crafted with meticulous attention to detail, it combines innovative features 
and premium materials to provide an exceptional sleep experience. From its 
plush comfort to the robust support, "Glory" is a testament to our dedication to 
meeting the highest standards of comfort and quality.

"Stars," another standout product in the "Blue Luna" collection, offers a unique 
blend of comfort and support. With a design that prioritizes restful sleep, 
"Stars" aims to cater to those seeking a mattress that balances plushness with 
the necessary support for a rejuvenating night's rest.

The "Luna ECO" rounds out the trio, emphasizing an eco-friendly approach 
without compromising on comfort. This mattress is thoughtfully crafted with 
sustainability in mind, providing a conscientious choice for those who prioritize 

T a i l o r i n g  C o m f o r t  t o 

D i v e r s e  N e e d s

B L U E  L U N A .01
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:   Medium
:   33cm
:   Springs or Foam

Motion Isolation
Height
Compostion

 This mattress showcases a thoughtful design, ensuring a perfect 
balance of plushness and support for an exceptional sleep 
experience.

:   Soft Anti Allergic
:   White and Blue
:   Medium 

Material
Coulour
Firmness

"Luna Stars," standing at 33 cm, epitomizes comfort and 
innovation with its dual-layered composition.

 
LUNA STARS 

:   Medium
:   25 cm
:   Spring or Foam

Motion Isolation
Height
Compostion

With a perfect blend of plush comfort and robust support, 
"Glory" stands as a testament to our commitment to providing 
top-notch quality in the realm of mattresses.

:   Special Fabric for borders
:   Blue and White
:   Firm

Material
Coulour
Firmness

"Glory," a flagship mattress in the "Blue Luna" line, offers an 
unparalleled sleep experience with its meticulous design and 
premium materials. 

LUNA GLORY
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:   Comfort Fabric
:   Firm
:   33 cm

Material
Firmness
Height

Vipstar Plus, distinguished by its elevated 
height and premium features, exemplifies 
luxury within the Vipstar mattress line, 
ensuring an exceptional sleep experience

VIPSTAR PLUS

:   Comfort Fabric
:   Firm
:   29 cm

Material
Firmness
Height

Vipstar Pro, with its modest height of 29 
cm, stands as a versatile choice within 
the economical line, offering a blend of 
affordability and quality in mattress solutions.

VIPSTAR PRO

:   Comfort Fabric
:   Firm
:   23 cm

Material
Firmness
Height

Vipstar Eco, with its economical design and a 
height of 23 cm, provides a budget-friendly 
mattress solution without compromising on 
essential comfort and quality

VIPSTAR ECO

.01V I P S T A R
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:  High Quality Fabric, Memory

:   50x70 cm
Material
Size

Discover the next level of comfort with our Memory Pillows from 
the Biote line, designed for ultimate support and relaxation. 
These pillows feature innovative memory foam technology, 
molding to the contours of your head and neck to provide a 
personalized and luxurious sleep experience. Elevate your sleep 
sanctuary with the Biote Memory Pillows, where cutting-edge 
design meets unparalleled comfort for a night of blissful rest

Product Name Here

:   Cotton, NWF
:   50x70 cm

Material
Size

Experience the epitome of comfort with our line of pillows, 
featuring 100% cotton covers for a touch of luxury. Crafted 
with the utmost attention to quality, these pillows provide the 
maximum level of comfort, ensuring a restful and rejuvenating 
night's sleep. Elevate your bedding experience with our 
premium-quality pillows, where excellence meets the finest 
materials for a truly indulgent sleep.

Biote Pillow

company's range of accessories, 
including luxurious duvets, supportive 
pillows, and protective mattress 
toppers, each meticulously crafted to 
enhance your sleep sanctuary. Elevate 

A C C E S O R I E S .04
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:   High Quality
:   All Sizes

Material
Size

Enhance the longevity and cleanliness of your 
mattress with our protective mattress covers. 
Crafted with premium materials, these covers 
act as a barrier against spills

Mattress Protector

:   450gr
:   All Sizes

Material
Size

Indulge in the luxurious comfort of our towel 
collection, where each piece is meticulously 
crafted to offer a soft and absorbent 
experience.

Towel Collection

:   Polyester or Cotton
:   240x260

Material
Size

Our sheets cater to diverse preferences, 
available in both high-quality and economical 
lines. Whether you seek the utmost luxury 
or a budget-friendly option, our sheets are 
crafted with precision

Sheets Biote 

:   450gr, Cotton 100%
:   220x240 cm

Material
Size

Biote Duvet Silver, are the luxury of Duvet. 
With 450gr, 100% Cotton, and filled with high 
quality 450gr MF, this is in the top line fof the 
sector, offering the best of the best.

Biote Duvet

:   Wood, Fabric
:   220x240 cm  

Material
Size

Light and warm duvet, in the economic line, 
for a warm and comfortable Duvet. It is filled 
with a 150gm MF, of high quality, to keep light 
and warm product

Luna Duvet

:   Polyester, MF
:   40x60cm

Material
Size

Luna Pillow from our budget-friendly line, offering 

affordability without compromising on quality. Crafted with 

care, the Luna Pillow is an economical choice that provides 

essential comfort and support for a peaceful night's sleep, 

making luxury accessible to all

Luna Pillow
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Immerse yourself in the soothing 
beauty of nature-inspired design, 
making bedtime a serene and delightful 
experience.

Model

Color :

Price : 

Green Floral Collection of sheets and duvets. The calming green hues, coupled 
with symbolic floral patterns, create a tranquil ambiance in your bedroom. 

Green Floral
Elevate your sleep space with this 
captivating collection, where comfort 
meets refined aesthetics in every detail.

Model

Color :

Price : 

:   Cotton 100%
:   All Sizes

Material
Size

Black Floral Collection of sheets and duvets. This exquisite ensemble features 
a dark background adorned with delicate white flowers, creating a chic and 
timeless design that adds an elegant touch to any bedroom.

Design Duvets and Sheets

:   Cotton 100%
:  All Sizes

Material
Size

:   Cotton 100%
:  All Sizes

Material
Size

:   Cotton 100%
:  All Sizes

Material
Size
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The delicate floral patterns add a touch of nature-
inspired elegance, bringing a sense of tranquility 
to your sleep sanctuary. Elevate your bedding 
experience with this thoughtfully curated collection, 
where the subtle interplay of colors and floral motifs 
transforms your space into a cozy haven.

Model

Color :

Price : 

Understated luxury of our Beige and Green Floral Collection, where the 
harmonious blend of beige, green, and white hues creates a serene and 
sophisticated atmosphere in your bedroom.

Green Floral Collection
Sleeping space with our versatile 
bedding collection, where the fusion of 
hues and patterns creates an ambiance 
that is both stylish and inviting.

Model

Color :

Price : 

Timeless elegance with our White and Coffee Striped Collection of sheets and 
duvets. The classic blend of white and coffee hues, adorned with subtle stripes, 
brings a touch of sophistication to your bedding.

Coffee Striped Collection

:   Cotton 100%
:   All Sizes

Material
Size

:   Cotton 100%
:  All Sizes

Material
Size

:   Cotton 100%
:  All Sizes

Material
Size

:   Cotton 100%
:  All Sizes

Material
Size
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These meticulously crafted sheets and duvets bring a sense 
of sophistication to your bedroom, offering a unique blend 
of style and comfort. Elevate your bedding ensemble with 
this captivating collection, turning your sleep space into a 
serene haven adorned with the timeless charm of blue and 
white squares in an artful collage.

Model

Color :

Price : 

Modern allure of our Blue and White Square Collage Collection, where a beautiful 
collage of blue and white squares creates a visually stunning and contemporary 
design. 

Blue and White Square Collage 

This thoughtfully designed collection adds a touch of 
nature-inspired artistry to your bedding, creating a 
harmonious and stylish ambiance. Elevate your sleep 
space with the perfect fusion of contemporary design 
and timeless elegance, making every night a retreat into 
sophistication and comfort.

Model

Color :

Price : 

Enrich your bedroom aesthetic with our Coffee Flower on Beige Abstract 
Collection, featuring a captivating blend of warm coffee flower motifs against 
an abstract beige backdrop.

Coffee Flower on Beige Abstract

:   Cotton 100%
:   All Sizes

Material
Size

:   Cotton 100%
:  All Sizes

Material
Size

:   Cotton 100%
:  All Sizes

Material
Size

:   Cotton 100%
:  All Sizes

Material
Size
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Elevate your bedding experience as 
the harmonious interplay of colors 
transforms your bedroom into a tranquil 
sanctuary, inviting relaxation and 
comfort into every corner.

Model

Color :

Price : 

Bedroom with our Abstract Blue Lines Collection, where a serene beige 
backdrop serves as the canvas for a captivating design of abstract blue lines. 
This thoughtfully crafted collection effortlessly combines modern aesthetics 
with timeless comfort, bringing a touch of contemporary elegance to your sleep 
sanctuary.

Abstract Blue Lines Collection

Elevate your sleep sanctuary with the 
harmonious interplay of abstract green 
lines on a neutral beige canvas, creating 
a serene and stylish ambiance for a 
restful night's sleep.

Model

Color :

Price : 

The allure of our Abstract Green Lines Collection, where the soothing backdrop 
of beige serves as the canvas for a captivating design of abstract green lines. 
This collection brings a touch of contemporary elegance to your bedroom, 
seamlessly blending modern aesthetics with timeless comfort. 

Abstract Green Lines

:   Cotton 100%
:   All Sizes

Material
Size

:   Cotton 100%
:  All Sizes

Material
Size

:   Cotton 100%
:  All Sizes

Material
Size

:   Cotton 100%
:  All Sizes

Material
Size
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